
Droids D6 / Cybot Galactica AZ-series surgical assistant droid

Name: Cybot Galactica AZ-series surgical assistant droid

Manufacturer: Cybot Galactica

Class: Medical droid

Height: 0.9 meters (2 ft 11 in)

Sensor color: Yellow

Plating color: Gray

Dexterity: 2D

         Dodge: 3D

Knowledge: 2D

         Alien Species: 3D

Mechanical: 2D

         Bacta Tank operation: 3D

Perception: 2D

         Injury/Ailment Diagnosis: 4D

         Injury/Ailment Diagnosis {Clones}: 6D

Strength: 1D

Technical: 3D

         Computer Programming/Repair: 5D

         First Aid: 4D

         First Aid {Clones}: 6D

         Medicine: 4D

         Medicine {Clones}: 6D

Equipped with:

         2 hands

         Hovering locomotion System

         Vocabulator

         Speeder Bike Emergency Mode (AZI-345211896246498721347 can transform into a rudimentary

speeder bike capable of carrying one passenger at Move: 110; 315kmh)

          Various tool appendages including fusioncutters (4D), flashlights, and anaesthesia-inducers

Move: 11

Description: The AZ-series surgical assistant droid was a model of medical droid manufactured by Cybot

Galactica and utilized during the Clone Wars. One such droid, AZI-3, served the Kaminoans in Tipoca

City on the planet Kamino, caring for clones.

Characteristics

AZ-model droids were capable of low-elevation hovering using a pair of repulsorlifts in place of legs. Two



circular photoreceptors were on the front of the head. Their primary arms had three digits each, however

with the compartment on its back, the medical droid could store small items and produce a number of

appendages to personally perform complicated procedures. These appendages were tipped with

instruments including fusioncutters, flashlights, and anesthesia-inducers. AZ-series droids came

equipped with multiple survival modes in case of emergency situations. One such mode allowed the droid

to transform into a mountable repulsorcraft able to occupy a single rider.

As a surgical assistant, the highest-priority objective of AZ-series programming was to ensure the safety

of its current patient at all costs, which included disobeying direct orders from their superiors. 
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